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4  -  Select  "LEG"

6  -  Select  "FIXED  or  REMOVABLE"  cover  on  the  frame  (Leather  is  always  fixed)

3  -  Select  "ARM  CUSHION"

1  -  Select  "MODULE /  SIZE"

2  -  Select  "ARMREST"

5  -  Select  "FABRIC  or  LEATHER"

5  -  Select  "LEG  LOCATION" (Meder  only  possible  in  armrests)

7  -  Select  "SEAT  &  BACK  CUSHION"  quality

DESIGN  YOUR  OWN  LUXURY  AND  DREAM  SOFA

HANDY  SOFA  SYSTEM

It  is  only  the  imagination  that  sets  the  limit  for  model  Handy
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Co-chrome  thin  -  wide  +  extension

Medium  wide  stainless  brushed  steel  +  extension

Round /  Square  leg  +  3  cm  +  extension

6  different  headboards  5  

different  arm  cushions

H90  +  supplement

Mede  Walnut  -  Oak  +  supplement

Legs  round  or  square  indented  or  in  arm.

Seat  cushion  standard  Pantera  Origin  Bio  foam /  Supplement  duntop  (Nortex)

Arm  with  Setex

Handy,  is  Denmark's  first  modular  sofa  system  manufactured  intermittently  since  1962.

Seat  frame  finger-tapped

Pantera  Origin  Bio  foam  is  specially  developed  for  long-lasting  comfort.  The  material  has  very  open  cells  in  the  
structure  which  provides  excellent  air  ventilation  while  maintaining  a  perfect  comfort  in  the  sofa  and  is  better  for  
our  environment.

Back  cushion  standard  cassette-divided  polydun  (Nortex)  or  cold  foam

All  arms  are  mounted  with  2  cm.  fixed  Setex  on  top  of  the  arm  so  that  it  provides  good  comfort  reduces  wear  and  
keeps  the  shape  for  many  years  to  come.

Handy  is  today  a  classic  which,  through  more  than  58  years  of  development  and  experience,  appears  as  a  
modern  and  timeless  sofa  system.  The  combination  of  strict  quality  requirements  and  the  best  Danish  handicraft  
traditions  performed  by  i.a.  seamstress,  carpenters,  and  upholsterers  result  in  a  unique  piece  of  furniture,  where  
you  can  enjoy  the  good  Danish  craftsmanship  and  beautiful  design  every  day.

DANISH  FURNITURE  CRAFTS  ANNO  1962 2
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Ventilating

Full  body  support

Comfortable

Nielaus  has  been  using  Pantera  for  more  than  25  years.

Fire  retardant

Duravle;  7  years  quality  guarantee

Small  tolerances  on  firmness

Elastic

Human  friendly

Pantera  is  a  top  product  that  is  specially  developed  for  high  quality  products  on  the  market.  Pantera  
scores  high  on  all  the  important  parameters  of  comfort  foam.  It  stands  out  through  its  durability,  consistent  
quality  and  high  comfort.

The  dimensional  stability  of  this  top  product  is  extraordinary,  which  is  why  we  offer  a  7-year  warranty  for  
normal  use.  In  addition,  Pantera  California  brand  meets  requirements  117A  and  D  as  standard  with  no  
additional  additions,  thereby  maintaining  optimal  comfort  Pantera  Origin  Bio  foam.

Pantera  is  a  top  product  that  uses  renewable  resources.  This  means  that  Pantera  Origin  has  a  smaller  
footprint  in  our  nature.  Pantera  Origin  is  the  first  step  towards  achieving  our  vision  of  a  new  generation  of  
sustainable  foams,  with  more  renewable  materials  and  less  dependence  on  the  chemical  industry.  We  
work  with  a  number  of  international  partners  to  exploit  the  potential  of  natural  oilseeds.

MATERIALS  -  SEAT  CUSHIONS 3
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DUNTOP  FRIENDLY

DUNTOP

SQUARE  BACK  PILLOW

the  year  in  which  the  3,000  m²  factory  was  built  at  the  Port  of  Odense,  with  the  purpose  of  manufacturing

Seat  cushion  with  foam  core  located  centrally.  Pu  it  is  very  

dimensionally  stable.  The  type  is  it

At  Nortex  A /  S,  you  enter  a  downy  universe  that  dates  back  to  1936.  It  was

products  related  to  feathers  and  down.  Since  then,  we  have  purposefully  specialized  in  pillows  of  the  highest

shall.  This  type  of  pillow  is  more  dimensionally  stable  than  the  

channel  pillow.

Mostly  used  for  seat  and  back.  The  transverse  channels  hold  on  

to  the  filling  so  that  it  stays  where  it  is

most  popular,  and  it  is  particularly  suitable  for  upholstered  

furniture,  as  the  cushion  is  reversible.

We  take  animal  welfare  very  seriously  and  use  only  down  from  slaughtered  Europeans

(venting).

Quality  does  not  come  by  itself.

animals  that  are  already  part  of  the  food  industry.

stuck  in  the  proud  Danish  craftsmanship  traditions,  which  create  the  very  best  products.

at  the  same  time  the  furniture  gives  the  comfortable  look

The  down  top  is  used  a  lot  for  leather  furniture,  where  fabric  is  

often  placed  on  the  underside

How  does  Nortex  A /  S  view  animal  welfare?

quality,  and  has  continuously  developed  and  refined  our  products  according  to  the  wishes  of  the  Danes  and

taste.  Today  we  have  an  enormous  and  unique  knowledge  of  down  and  feathers  as  stuffing  in  pillows,  and  still  hold

Seat  cushion  with  foam  core  at  the  bottom.  The  construction  

ensures  a  very  dimensionally  stable  cushion,  which

MATERIALS  -  BACK  &  SEAT  PILLOWS 4
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WHEN  ONLY  THE  BEST  IS  GOOD  ENOUGH

Made  to  please,  made  to  last.

Nielaus  has  developed  a  furniture  series  that  is  not  just  furniture  you  sit  in  -  it  is  furniture  you  live  with.  To  
achieve  that  goal,  nothing  must  be  left  to  chance,  neither  in  material  selection  nor  in  the  manufacturing  
process.

In  1981  the  current  owners  take  over  the  company,  and  in  1998  Nielaus  Møbler  ApS  and  Jeki  Møbler  A /  
S  are  merged.  A  few  years  later,  it  was  decided  to  market  the  entire  collection  under  the  brand  Nielaus.

Nielaus  is  a  Scandinavian  design  brand  with  a  long  history.

Our  consistent  focus  on  quality  and  design,  combined  with  the  best  Danish  craft  traditions,  is  carried  out,  
among  other  things.  seamstress,  carpenters,  and  upholsterers,  results  in  a  unique  piece  of  furniture  where  
you  can  enjoy  the  good  craftsmanship  and  beautiful  design  every  day.  Visit  one  of  our  dealers,  get  a  
personal  demonstration  and  experience  real  100%  Danish  Nielau's  quality.

The  story  of  Nielaus  Møbler  is  the  story  of  a  number  of  small  furniture  factories,  which  over  time  become  
one  -  e.g.  Jeki  Møbler,  Lindebjerg  Møbelfabrik,  Holstebro  Møbelfabrik  and  AP  Dreamseat.  They  all  have  a  
place  in  the  history  of  the  company,  in  its  proud  design  and  craft  traditions  and  in  the  high  quality  that  
Nielaus  stands  for  today.  The  company  employs  approx.  30  employees,  all  of  whom  interpret  the  Nielaus  
coal  trip  and  the  history  of  furniture  manufacturing  in  the  finest  way.

The  company's  distinctive  name,  Nielaus,  is  immediately  associated  by  many  with  German  sounds,  but  in  
reality  it  is  only  parts  of  the  founders'  surnames,  Nielsen  and  Lauersen,  that  have  been  put  together  into  a  
new  word.

It  all  starts  back  in  1959,  when  Jeki  Møbler  A /  S  was  founded  as  an  upholstered  furniture  factory.  In  1973,  
two  employees  from  Jeki  Møbler  decide  to  start  their  own  company  and  found  the  company  Nielaus  Møbler  
ApS.

HISTORY 5
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ENVIRONMENT  AND  SUSTAINABILITY

For  us,  sustainability  is  also  about  quality.  By  consistently  using  materials  of  the  best  quality,  which  are  processed  in  a  

carefully  controlled  manufacturing  process,  we  have  created  a  furniture  series  with  a  long  service  life.

FOAM:  The  polyurethane  foam  we  use  is  made  with  water  vapor  and  is  free  of  CFCs.  

Nielaus'  PA-Origin  Bio  foam  is  manufactured  according  to  the  strictest  environmental  

requirements  and  can  be  recycled.

As  one  of  the  only  Danish  upholstery  furniture  manufacturers,  Nielaus  has  made  the  crucial  decision  to  keep  the  

production  of  furniture  in  Denmark.  This  means  that  throughout  the  manufacturing  process  -  from  design  to  finished  

product  -  we  can  pursue  a  targeted  policy  that  puts  environmental  protection's  vision  and  sustainability  at  the  forefront.  

We  would  very  much  like  to  make  our  contribution  to  a  better  everyday  life  for  both  employees  and  subcontractors  as  

well  as  customers.

FACTS  about  selected  raw  materials:

FABRIC:  We  allow  the  choice  of  textiles  that  have  the  environmental  certificates  EU-
Blomsten  DK /  16/20  and  Økø-Tex  Standard  100-6234-4401.

100%  Made  in  Denmark  also  means  that  our  furniture  series  are  not  transported  half  the  globe  around  in  containers  to  

end  up  in  Danish  shops  or  commercial  establishments.  We  believe  that  everyone  is  best  served  by  a  local  production  

that  protects  the  environment  as  much  as  possible.  90%  of  our  customers  are  thus  within  a  radius  of  300  km  from  the  
factory  in  Denmark.

LEATHER:  No  solvents  have  been  used  to  dye  our  leather  grades.  For  the  past  12  years,  

Nielaus  has  worked  exclusively  with  tanneries,  which  have  made  a  sharp  reduction  in  the  

chromium  content  during  tanning.

The  majority  of  our  subcontractors  are  Danish,  and  home  transport  of  raw  materials  such  as  frames,  foam,  wood,  steel,  

etc.  therefore  only  has  a  minimal  effect  on  the  climate.

ADHESIVE:  Most  of  the  glue  we  use  is  water-based.
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80cm 80cm 80cm80cm80cm80cm 80cm80cm 80cm80c  m

168cm

62cm

256cm

128cm

147cm

223cm223cm

191cm

96cm

191cm

MODULES

2  3/4  pers.  
2  3/4  seat  

2  3/4  seat

2  1/2  pers.  
2  1/2  seat  

2  1/2  seat

3  1/2  pers.  Med  3  hynder  
3  1/2  seat  with  3  cushions  3  

1/2  sitzing  mit  3  pillows

2  pers.  
2  seat  

2  seat

3  1/2  pers.  With  2  cushions  
3  1/2  seat  with  2  cushions  3  

1/2  sitting  with  2  cushions

1  1/2  pers.  
1  1/2  seat  

1  1/2  seat

3  pers.  Med  3  hynder  
3  seat  with  3  cushions  3  

sitzing  mit  3  pillows

4  pers.  Med  4  hynder  
4  seat  with  4  cushions  4  

sitzing  mit  4  pillows

1  pers.  
1  seat  

1  seat

3  pers.  With  2  cushions  
3  seat  with  2  cushions  3  

sitting  with  2  cushions
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140cm80cm 140cm 72cm 65cm152cm

80cm 80cm

left

96cm74cm

80cm

22cm

right

80cm

84cm 95cm75cm65cm

MODULES

90  Corner

Open-end

Puff

Chaise  longue

45  corner

45  Corner

Ottoman

Open-end

90  corner
45  corner

Stool

90  corner
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90cm 90cm90cm 90cm90cm

168cm

191cm

223cm

147cm

223cm

MODULES  XL

3  pers.  With  2  cushions  
3  seat  with  2  cushions  3  

sitting  with  2  cushions

2  3/4  pers.  
2  3/4  seat  

2  3/4  seat

3  1/2  pers.  With  2  cushions  
3  1/2  seat  with  2  cushions  3  

1/2  sitting  with  2  cushions

3  1/2  pers.  Med  3  hynder  
3  1/2  seat  with  3  cushions  3  

1/2  sitzing  mit  3  pillows

2  1/2  pers.  
2  1/2  seat  

2  1/2  seat

3
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W:  10cm  

high /  high /  high

C:  13cm  

high /  high /  high

C:  13cm  

low /  low /  low

F:  13cm  

high /  high /  high

A:  7cm  

high /  high /  high

W:  10cm  

high /  high /  high

E:  16cm  

low /  low /  low

A:  7cm  

high /  high /  high

D:  10cm  

low /  low /  low

XL  STR.

STANDARD  STR.

ARMREST 4
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3

4 5

STANDARD  STR.

XL  STR.

ARMPUDER

5

1 2

5

*

*  Armrest  4  -  1  pc.  pr  sofa
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6STANDARD  LEGS:  RECESSED  OR  IN  ARM

Stainless  steel /  Oak  soap-oil-lacquer-black /  Beech  soap-oil-lacquer-stained

Stainless  steel /  Oak  soap-oil-lacquer-black /  Beech  soap-oil-lacquer-stained

Aluminum

Chrome /  Black  powder  coating

Chrome /  Black  powder  coating

Stainless  steel

Aluminum,  Black  powder  coating

H10

H12

H14

H02

H04

H06

H08
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7BEN  -  MEDER  SUPPLEMENT  (SEE  PRICE  LIST)

*  Meder  only  possible  in  armrest

H90  Stainless  steel

H80  Beech /  Walnut /  Oak  *

H02 /  H04  +3  Round  or  square  +  3cm /  Beech /  Oak /  Stainless  steel

H50  Chrome /  Black  powder  coating /  Stainless  steel  *

H70  Chrome /  Black  powder  coating  *
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BEN  MATERIALS

CHROME

STAINLESS  STEEL

BLACK  POWDER  COAT

BOOK

WALNUT

EG

ALUMINUM

8

16

BlackOil

oil

Oil

42

Soap

12
Black

stained

10  
soap

0804 09

Lacquered

06

White

40

02

lacquered

18

70

Walnut

80

Oil

lacquered

Mahogany  

stained

Lacquered

60

14

90
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INSPIRATION  AND  EXAMPLES

183

255

343

234

310

149

215

278

149  cm  lenght  =  1  seat  module  w /  A  arm  
183  cm  lenght  =  1.5  seat  module  w /  A  arm  
215  cm  lenght  =  2  seat  module  w /  A  arm  
234  cm  lenght  =  2.5  seat  module  w /  A  arm  
255  cm  lenght  =  2.75  seat  module  w /  A  arm  
278  cm  lenght  =  3  seat  module  w /  A  arm  310  
cm  lenght  =  3.5  seat  module  w /  A  arm  343  

cm  lenght  =  4  seat  module  w /  A  arm

Standard  corner  options  w /  90  corner  module

DRAWING  
2  1  x  3  seat  module  2  cushions  w /  A  arm  
left  1  x  90  corner  module  1  x  3  seat  module  
2  cushions  w /  out  arms  1  x  90  corner  
module  1  x  3  seat  module  2  cushions  w /  A  

arm  right

DRAWING  
1  1  x  2  seat  module  w /  A  arm  
left  1  x  90  corner  module  1  x  2  

seat  module  w /  A  arm  right

149 255

278  cm

80cm

191cm

234 343

80c  m

215 310183 278

191cm

island

island

island

island

All  dimensions  are  indicated  with  A  headboard  7  cm  |  all  measures  are  incl.  A  armside  7  cm

80cm

80cm 80cm

351  cm

80cm

191cm

1
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INSPIRATION  AND  EXAMPLES

DRAWING  

3  1  x  2,5  seat  module  w /  A  arm  left  
2  x  45  corner  module  1  x  2,5  seat  

module  w /  out  arms  1  x  74  cm  
chaise  longue  w /  A  arm  right

DRAWING  

4  1  x  1,5  seat  module  w /  A  arm  left  
1  x  45  corner  module  1  x  1,5seat  

module  w /  A  arm  right

DRAWING  

5  1  x  2.5  seat  module  w /  A  arm  left  
1  x  74  cm  chaise  longue  w /  A  arm  right

80cm

45  corner

1  1/2  pers.

80cm

147cm 152  cm220cm 115  cm80  cm 152  cm

96cm

270  cm

80cm

96cm

All  dimensions  are  indicated  with  A  headboard  7  cm  |  all  measures  are  incl.  A  armside  7  cm

74  cm

334  cm

147cm

80cm

235  cm

147  cm 74  cm

island

island

2
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INSPIRATION  AND  EXAMPLES

island

island

1  x  96  cm  chaise  longue  w /  A  arm  
left  1  x  1.5  seat  module  w /  out  arms  
1  x  45  corner  module  1  x  3  seat  

module  2  cushions  w /  A  arm  right

DRAWING  

7  1  x  140  cm  open-end  w /  A  arm  
left  1  x  90  corner  module  1  x  2,5  

seat  module  w /  A  arm  right

DRAWING  6

96cm

96cm

80cm

270  cm

80cm

m  220c

m  140c

80cm

All  dimensions  are  indicated  with  A  headboard  7  cm  |  all  measures  are  incl.  A  armside  7  cm

410  cm

191cm
80cm

227cm

80cm 147cm

3
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